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Abstract—This paper applies a dynamical electrical array re-
configuration (EAR) strategy on the photovoltaic (PV) generator
of a grid-connected PV system based on a plant-oriented configu-
ration, in order to improve its energy production when the operat-
ing conditions of the solar panels are different. The EAR strategy
is carried out by inserting a controllable switching matrix between
the PV generator and the central inverter, which allows the elec-
trical reconnection of the available PV modules. As a result, the
PV system exhibits a self-capacity for real-time adaptation to the
PV generator external operating conditions and improves the en-
ergy extraction of the system. Experimental results are provided
to validate the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Electrical array reconfiguration (EAR), grid-
connected photovoltaic (PV) systems, reconfigurable PV systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) energy generation provides several
advantages such as being harmless for the environment and

renewable. Furthermore, grid-connected PV energy generation
represents a renewable energy-growing alternative that is be-
coming more competitive due to the new favorable governmen-
tal laws and policies recently introduced. For instance, most of
the programs supporting PV systems have promoted, among
others, the expansion of small residential PV systems up to
5 kWp connected to the single-phase grid primarily installed
in roofs [1], [2].

The plant-oriented (PO) configuration is one of the most
prevailing PV grid-connected system’s architectures due to
its simplicity and low cost per peak kilowatt, and assumes
a single PV generator (or solar array) formed by a prefixed
parallel connection of series-connected modules (also referred
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to as strings) which is linked to the grid through a single
central inverter [1], [2]. The dc power extraction is carried
out by the inverter input stage which is generally driven by a
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm in charge to
ensure the PV generator operation at its maximum power point
whatever the environmental (irradiance and temperature) con-
ditions are.

One of the major sources of power losses in such architecture
arises when the PV generator is partially shaded by clouds or
by surrounding obstacles such as in the case of urban environ-
ments [3]–[6]. These losses are mainly due to the electrical
configuration of the PV generator, in particular to the hard-
wired series connection of PV modules in each string since a
partially shaded module limits the string current where it is
connected, thus reducing the maximum available dc power of
the PV generator. Furthermore, this power reduction can also
occur in case of module failure for the same reasons.

In order to improve the dc power extraction of a partially
shaded solar array, several solutions modifying either: 1) the
power processing architecture or 2) the PV generator electrical
behavior at the solar cells level, have been proposed.

1) The strategy which modifies the power processing archi-
tecture is based on a previous association of the avail-
able PV modules in several independent PV generators.
Each PV generator is formed by the PV modules oper-
ating under similar environmental conditions to reduce
the current limitation on the strings. Furthermore, the
dc power extraction is improved by a modified power
processing architecture which shares out the maximum dc
power extraction task among as many power processors
as independent PV generators are. Depending on the
number of PV generators, ac-module inverters [7], [8],
string and multistring converters [9], [10], or cascaded
full-bridge multilevel [11] topologies are some of the
power processing architectures supporting this strategy.
It is worth noting that this approach improves the en-
ergy efficiency and the reliability of the PV system at
expenses of increasing the power stage complexity and
cost [12].

2) To avoid these drawbacks, other solutions modify the
operation of the PV generator at the solar cells level when
partial shades are present, keeping the power processing
architecture based on a single power processor (i.e., a
single inverter in the case of the PO configuration). The
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most popular one is well known by the PV modules
manufacturers who provide the option to connect bypass
diodes in parallel with some subsets of series-connected
solar cells assembled in the module. The PV module
power improves since these diodes turn-on and release
the series-connection current limitation when several of
these cells are shaded. However, when bypass diodes
are employed the power-to-voltage/current curves of the
PV generator exhibit more than one maximum. Conse-
quently, the maximum power extraction requires the use
of more sophisticated MPPT algorithms able to disre-
gard local maximums with respect to the absolute one.
Unfortunately, commercial inverters rarely include these
advanced algorithms [3].

An alternative approach based on an adaptive electrical array
reconfiguration (EAR) of solar cells has been recently proposed
in [13]. In this paper, the authors introduce a new configuration
of the solar cells connections based on a hard-wired fixed part
of total-cross-tied array and an adaptive one of independent
solar cells, being both parts linked through a controllable
matrix of switches. This matrix is controlled in real time to
connect the less shaded cells of the adaptive part, in parallel
with the more shaded rows of the fixed one. Accordingly, this
reconfiguration strategy releases the array current limitation
under partial shades and optimizes the output power. The proper
operation of this strategy has been experimentally confirmed by
the authors in the case of a reconfigurable array directly feeding
a resistive load. However, this interesting approach requires
the PV module manufacturers commitment to be commercially
available in the future.

In contrast, the work here reported proposes a reconfig-
uration strategy at the PV module level which can be ap-
plied to commercial PO grid-connected PV systems available
nowadays, i.e., formed by standard PV modules and a single
central inverter driven by a conventional MPPT algorithm. The
proposed approach is partially inspired in the EAR applied to
autonomous PV systems such as cars powered by solar energy
[14] and electric engines coupled to water pumps [15]–[17].
As previously reported by the authors of this paper in [18]–[20]
and following a similar way as done in [13], the reconfiguration
strategy is based on a controllable matrix of switches config-
uring the PV modules in a single-string of parallel-connected
rows connected to the central inverter. Under partial shades
or in case of module failure, the matrix control algorithm
reconfigures the PV modules to maximize the current of the
single string, i.e., the output power of the system.

This paper extends the contents reported in [18]–[20] with
a detailed description of the switching matrix design, its im-
plementation, and control in Sections II and III, respectively.
Section IV details the experimental setup of a commercial
1.65-kWp grid-connected PV system built following the pro-
posed approach to test the proper operation of the strategy.
Subsequently, Section V reports an extended set of experi-
mental results to show the EAR PV system operation. Final-
ly, the last section draws the conclusions of the paper and
its contribution to the energy and reliability improvement of
PV systems.

Fig. 1. EAR PV generator topology.

II. SWITCHING MATRIX DESIGN

All the available PV modules are assembled in an m × n
matrix structure of a single string of m series-connected rows
with n parallel-connected modules per row, as shown in Fig. 1,
which will be referred as “EAR PV generator topology.”

It is worth noting that the maximum available dc power at
the output of the PV generator will depend on the operating
conditions of each module (i.e., irradiance, temperature, and
electrical characteristics) and on their location in the matrix
structure. This property can be used to maximize the dc out-
put power by properly relocating the PV modules within the
PV generator topology. This relocation can be carried out by
inserting a switching matrix between the PV generator and the
inverter, enabling at any time the parallel connection of any
PV module in any of the m rows of the PV generator, thus
preserving the structure of n modules per row. This design
requirement can be achieved by using 2 · m · n switches of
single-pole m-throws, as shown in Fig. 2 for the case of m = 3
rows and n = 3 PV modules per row.

It can be pointed out that this structure can be expanded to
increase the current and/or the voltage capabilities of the PV
generator preserving the matrix structure: A current increase
can be obtained by adding the same number of PV modules
in each row, whereas a voltage increase will result from the
addition of PV module rows to the single string.

On the other hand, the previous switching matrix enables
(m · n)! possible reconfigurations of the PV modules (i.e.,
9! = 362880 for the case of Fig. 2). However, as shown in
Fig. 3, some of the possible configurations can be disregarded
since both the module position in a row [Fig. 3(a)] and the
row position in the single string [Fig. 3(b)] are irrelevant with
respect to the delivered dc output power.

The configurations which can deliver different values of
output power, assuming that the irradiances present on each
module are different, will be referred as “configurations of
interest.” For a PV generator with an m × n matrix structure,
the number of these configurations, noted as Nci, is given by

Nci =
(m · n)!

m! · (n!)m
. (1)
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Fig. 2. Switching matrix for m = n = 3. General case.

Fig. 3. Irrelevant configurations respect to the delivered dc power.

In particular, for the case where m = n = 3 only 280 con-
figurations of the 362 880 ones can deliver different values of
maximum dc power at the PV generator output. As a conse-
quence, the number of switches needed to handle these 280 con-
figurations can be reduced with respect to the general case, thus
simplifying the switching matrix design. For instance, Fig. 4
shows the resulting simplified switching matrix for the previous
case, where only 14 switches of 3 throws and 2 switches of
2 throws are needed instead of the 18 switches of 3 throws of
Fig. 2.

III. SWITCHING MATRIX CONTROL:
RECONFIGURATION STRATEGY

The reconfiguration strategy is based on the fact that, on one
hand, the maximum power point (MPP) voltage has a small
variation within a wide range of the irradiance on a PV module,
and, on the other hand, that the MPP current of a PV module
can be considered nearly proportional to the irradiance value.

Therefore, referred to the EAR PV generator topology, it can
be concluded as follows.

1) The MPP voltage of parallel-connected PV modules will
not be greatly affected by the value of the irradiance on
each module.

2) The current flowing through a set of parallel-connected
PV modules will be almost proportional to the amount of
the irradiance values present on each module.

In order to maximize the available power at the PV gen-
erator’s output, it would be desirable that none of the series-
connected rows of parallel-connected PV modules limits the
current flowing in the single string. This behavior can be
achieved if the currents, and thus the irradiances, in the different
rows are similar. This principle of operation is referred as
“irradiance equalization” of the PV generator. Accordingly, the
reconfiguration strategy is based on relocating the PV modules
on the rows so that the irradiance equalization is achieved. This
principle is shown in Fig. 5, where, starting from an initial

configuration [Fig. 5(a)], the strategy relocates the modules 2
and 9 to equalize the average of the irradiances present at each
row [Fig. 5(b)].

The flowchart of the algorithm implementing this reconfig-
uration strategy is shown in Fig. 6, and its main steps are
described in the following.

A. Offline Computation: Setting Initial Conditions

Starting from a PV generator formed by m × n PV modules
initially connected, as shown in Fig. 1, the algorithm assumes
that the irradiance value of each module is known (or can be
estimated, as is addressed later) and is noted as Gij , where i =
1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , n stand for the row and the column,
respectively, where the module is initially located. Once the
values of m and n are known, and assuming that all the values
of the irradiance Gij are different, the algorithm computes
offline all the configurations of interest defined in Section II.
Each of these configurations is identified as Ak, where k =
1, 2, . . . , K (note that if m = n = 3, then K = 280), and the
corresponding irradiance of each module is noted as Gijk.

B. Online Computation

1) Irradiance Estimation: The reconfiguration algorithm re-
quires the knowledge of the irradiance on each module. Even
though this parameter can be known by means of an irradiance
sensor, it can alternatively be estimated from the measurements
of the PV module voltage and current and the simplified solar
panel electrical model given by

Gij = α ·
[
Iij + I0 · (eVij/nVT − 1)

]
(2)

being Gij the estimated irradiance, Iij and Vij the measured
current and voltage, respectively, and α, I0, and nVT a set of
parameters which can be evaluated from the values of the short-
circuit current, the open-circuit voltage, and the maximum
power operating point of the PV module given in the data
sheets of the manufacturer, respectively. As it is addressed in
the next section, this option has been finally selected for the
reconfigurable PV system design since from the measurements
of the voltage and the current of each module a possible module
failure can also be detected and taken into account by the
reconfiguration algorithm to try to minimize the corresponding
loss of dc power.

2) Computation of Average Irradiance Present at Each Row:
For each of the configurations of interest Ak, the algorithm
computes the average irradiance on the n parallel-connected
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Fig. 4. Simplified switching matrix for m = n = 3.

Fig. 5. Principle of the reconfiguration strategy. (a) Initial configuration. (b) Final configuration.

modules of each row. If Gik stands for the average irradiance
present at the row i of the configuration Ak, the algorithm
computes

Gik =

n∑
j=1

Gijk

n
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

(3)

3) Computation of “Irradiance Equalization Index”: In or-
der to subsequently check which of the configurations of inter-
est will deliver the maximum power, the algorithm computes for
each configuration a merit factor called “irradiance equalization
index.” This index is defined to quantify how different are

the average irradiances present at each row and consequently
what is the degree of current limitation of the configuration.
Even other definitions are possible, a simple way to define the
irradiance equalization index of the configuration Ak, referred
as MIE(Ak) is

MIE(Ak) = max[G1k, G2k, . . . , Gmk]

−min[G1k, G2k, . . . , Gmk] (4)

consequently, the algorithm computes

MIE(Ak) = max[G1k, G2k, . . . , Gmk]

−min[G1k, G2k, . . . , Gmk] for k = 1, . . . , K. (5)
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of the algorithm for the system reconfiguration.

It can be noted that the better the irradiance equalization, the
lower the index value. In particular, if all the rows of a con-
figuration exhibit the same average irradiance (i.e., irradiance
equalized for each row), then, MIE(Ak) = 0, as in the case of
a PV generator operating under an uniform irradiance.

As previously mentioned, the computation of MIE(Ak) al-
lows the algorithm to detect what configurations are optimal as
regards the delivered maximum power. These configurations,
noted as ApOPT being p an integer, constitute a subset of the
configurations of interest, namely, ApOPT ∈ {A1, A2 . . . , AK}
and can easily be detected by computing

MIE(ApOPT) = min [MIE(A1),MIE(A2), . . . , MIE(AK)] .
(6)

It can be pointed out that more than one configuration can
result optimal.

4) Computation of Number of PV Module Relocations: In
order to minimize the number of relocations, the algorithm
computes for each optimal configuration a second merit factor
defined as “number of relocations.”

This index evaluates the number of modules to be relocated
when the PV generator is reconfigured from the current con-
figuration A0 to the optimal one under analysis, ApOPT. For
instance, referring to Fig. 5, the “number of relocations” to
carry out the reconfiguration from the initial configuration of
Fig. 5(a) to the optimal one in Fig. 5(b) is two, and corresponds
to the relocations of modules 2 and 9.

These previous steps will allow us to identify the optimal
configuration noted as AOPT, i.e., the configuration that con-
currently better equalizes the irradiance and minimizes the

Fig. 7. Experimental setup.

number of module relocations. In the next step, the algorithm
decides if the reconfiguration has to take place or not, as
described in the following.

5) Reconfiguration Decision Making: As can be seen in the
algorithm flowchart, the decision making is structured in three
hierarchical levels, namely, as follows.

The first level of decision disables the reconfiguration of the
switching matrix if the optimum configuration is the same that
the initial one. Otherwise, the algorithm goes to the second
decision level.

The second level asks for a possible module failure which
can be detected from the measurement of the module current:
If any module is in open circuit, the reconfiguration takes
place immediately to avoid the possible disconnection of the
PV generator at the inverter’s input. Otherwise, the algorithm
goes to the third decision level.

The third decision level enables the reconfiguration of the
switching matrix only if the optimum configuration is stable
(i.e., if it remains the same) during a certain amount of time.
Once the optimum configuration is determined for the first time,
the algorithm runs a prefixed number of turns and checks if this
configuration remains unchanged to authorize the reconfigura-
tion. Referring to the system implementation described later,
the algorithm running time spends around 200 ms in one turn,
including the data acquisition, the irradiance estimation, and
the irradiance equalization procedure leading to the optimum
configuration. In the third decision level, the algorithm has been
programmed to run during 15 s, which means that the optimum
configuration is recalculated 75 times before the reconfigura-
tion takes place. As will be evidenced later by experimental
results, this strategy avoids a large number of reconfigurations
in front of fast irradiance changes on the PV generator, as in the
case of cloudy days, and thereby preserves the lifetime of the
switches.

In order to experimentally validate the assumptions above
under a proof of concept basis, the next section describes a work
bench formed by a 1.65-kWp PV grid-connected system includ-
ing a switching matrix controlled by the irradiance equalization
algorithm summarized previously.
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Fig. 8. Modules layout of the PV system. [R1. . .R6] Reference system.
[S1. . .S4] Static section. [1. . .6] Reconfigurable section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. General Description

The setup shown in Fig. 7 has been built using commercial
equipment, and includes a PV grid-connected reference sys-
tem used to check the irradiance evolution during the tests,
the EAR reconfigurable one, and processing and monitoring
devices.

The setup components are described in the following.
1) Reference PV grid-connected system.

a) Five PV modules STP165S-24/Aa (825 WP).
b) SB700 inverter from SMA (700 W).

2) Processing and monitoring facilities.
a) Personal computer which embeds the control algo-

rithm and manages the recorded data.
b) Data acquisition system USB-6259 DAQ from Na-

tional Instruments.
c) WT1600 power meter from Yokogawa.

3) EAR PV system under test.
a) Relay-based switching matrix.
b) Ten PV modules STP165S-24/Aa (1650 WP). Each

module includes 72 series-connected solar cells and
two parallel-connected bypass diodes (one for each set
of 36 cells).

c) SB1100 inverter from SMA (1100 W), including an
MPPT algorithm that only runs within the inverter
input voltage operating range, namely, from 139 to
400 V.

B. EAR PV Generator Design

In order to comply with the SB1100 inverter input voltage
and current operating ranges, and to build a switching ma-
trix of reduced size, the EAR PV generator includes a static
section of four PV modules and a reconfigurable one of six
modules formed by three series-connected rows of two parallel-
connected modules per row, leading to a 3 × 2 matrix structure.
Fig. 8 shows the layout of the reconfigurable system with its
static and reconfigurable parts as well as the reference system.

On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows the EAR PV generator
configuration and the location of the auxiliary circuits to sense
the current and the voltage of each module. In this regard, the
voltage measurements are referred to a common node, to avoid

Fig. 9. EAR PV generator under test with the static section, the reconfigurable
one, and the voltage and current sensors distribution.

Fig. 10. Fifteen PV modules configurations of interest.

the use of differential amplifiers requiring high common mode
rejection ratio values.

It can be noted that one current sensor can be omitted, since
one current value comes from the application of Kirchoff laws.

C. Switching Matrix and Auxiliary Circuits Design

As addressed in the previous section, the switching matrix
simplified design first requires the analysis of which config-
urations are of interest, i.e., which of them deliver different
values of output dc power. For the case of study, m = 3 and
n = 2, thus only 15 configurations are of interest (i.e., Ak

with k = 1, 2, . . . , 15) among the (3 · 2)! = 720 possible ones.
Fig. 10 shows the location of the modules (numbered from one
to six) in the reconfigurable part of the EAR PV generator
for each of these 15 configurations, where the PV modules
in the same row are parallel connected and the three rows of
PV modules are series connected.

The simplified switching matrix enabling the parallel-
connection of any PV module in any row is shown in Fig. 11
and includes two single-pole double-throw and four single-pole
triple-throw switches.

Switching relays are good candidates to the implementation
of these switches due to their control simplicity and the inherent
electrical isolation operation of their control circuitry. From an
efficiency point of view, bistable relays (or latching relays) are
particularly well suited since they only spend energy to change
their state. However, electromagnetic monostable relays have
been finally included in the prototype since they control results
simpler.

The electrical architecture of the system is based on single dc
bus connecting, on one hand, the static section and the inverter
[see Fig. 12(a)]. On the other hand, the bus also feeds the
switching matrix relays and the auxiliary circuits. Fig. 12(b)
shows the dc bus, the six switches driving a single module
connection as well as its corresponding current sensing circuitry
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Fig. 11. EAR PV generator under test with the static section, the dynamically reconfigurable one, and the simplified commutation matrix.

implemented by means of a Hall-effect current transducer.
Fig. 12(c) shows the voltage measurement circuitry across the
module terminals (see also Fig. 8).

The PV modules current and voltage measured values are
sent through the USB-6259 DAQ to the PC which subsequently
computes using MATLAB software the reconfiguration algo-
rithm driving the switching matrix.

As previously reported in Section III, the algorithm running
time spends around 200 ms in one turn.

Finally, the dc output power of the reference system and the
EAR one is measured and registered for offline analysis by
means of the WT1600 power meter. In this regard, since both
grid-connected inverters include their own MPPT algorithm,
it is assumed that the measured static output dc power corre-
sponds to the maximum one.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three tests have been performed to check the proper opera-
tion of the equalization irradiance algorithm and the subsequent
reconfiguration of the solar array.

1) The first one artificially shades several PV generator
modules.

2) The second one emulates the failure of several PV mod-
ules by disconnecting them from the PV generator.

3) The third one registers the daily operation of both sys-
tems, in order to evaluate the shadowing effect on the PV
generator due to the surrounding buildings.

The identification of the EAR PV modules and the con-
figurations of interest addressed in these tests correspond to
the numeration given in Fig. 9. The initial connection of the
modules corresponds to the configuration 1 of Fig. 10. The
obtained results are described next:

A. PV Generator Operating Under Partial Shades

This test artificially shades one, two, or three modules of
the EAR PV generator and drives the matrix to sequentially
implement the 15 configurations of interest.

The power to voltage curve of each PV generator configura-
tion is obtained to evidence the existence of optimal configura-
tions that exhibit a maximum within the MPPT voltage window
where the inverter operates (the lower limit of this window is
shown in the curves and is noted as VMPP-min).

Fig. 13(a) corresponds to the case where a single module
is shaded (module 1 in Fig. 9); as it can be seen, none of the
15 configurations results optimal since all the configurations
lead to the same P−V curve. In contrast, Fig. 13(b) and
(c) corresponds to the tests when the modules 1 and 4, and
the modules 1, 4, and 6 are, respectively, shaded, and show
that, in both cases, several configurations exhibit a maximum
within the MPPT voltage window, and thereby result optimal.
Referring to Fig. 10, these optimal configurations correspond to
the case when the shaded modules are not parallel connected in
the same row.

B. Modules Failure in PV Generator

For this test, the modules disconnection sequence shown in
Table I is applied. This sequence emulates the failure of several
modules of the PV generator.

Fig. 14 shows the measured dc output power of both the
reference PV system and the EAR PV system under test when
the switching matrix control is as follows: 1) activated and
2) disabled. These measurements evidence the power improve-
ment of the EAR PV generator.

C. PV Generator Daily Operation

Two tests have been carried out to evaluate the EAR system
daily operation: The first one, previously reported in [20],
focuses on the energy balance improvement of the system
and the second one checks the number of reconfigurations
under different weather conditions to evaluate the operation of
the reconfiguration algorithm as regards the switches lifetime.
These tests are described next.

1) Energy Improvement: This test is devoted to quantify the
daily energy improvement of the EAR-based system, when
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Fig. 12. Electrical architecture of the EAR PV generator.

the PV generator is affected by the shadows coming from the
surrounding buildings. Nevertheless, the available PV panels at
the laboratory are not enough to build both a static PV system
and an EAR-based reconfigurable one which are required for
a simultaneous comparison. Alternatively, this comparison has
been done over the single EAR-based system during two con-
secutive sunny days of similar irradiance levels, enabling the
switching matrix control during the first day, and disabling it
during the second one in order to emulate a nonreconfigurable
(i.e., static) PO PV system.

Fig. 15(a) shows the output power evolution during the
day 02-22-2008 where the switching matrix control is enabled
and reconfigures the PV generator according to the equalization
irradiance algorithm. Similarly, Fig. 15(b) shows the output
power of the day 02-23-2008 where the switching matrix con-
trol disabled.

It is worth noting that the energy consumption of the
EAR system must be subtracted from the measured value of
EEARON since in the present design this system is not supplied
by the PV modules. However, a measurement of the laboratory
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Fig. 13. Output power for EAR PV system under conditions of shadow.
(a) Shadow on module number 1. (b) Shadow on modules number 1 and 4.
(c) Shadow on modules number 1, 4, and 6.

TABLE I
SEQUENCE FOR PV MODULES FAILURE EMULATION

Fig. 14. EAR PV system output power when the switching matrix control is
as follows: (a) activated and (b) disabled.

prototype consumption may not be representative since the
reconfiguration algorithm has been implemented on a PC, and
monostable relays have been used instead of bistable ones.
Alternatively, assuming the same implementation as presented
previously but based on bistable relays and where the PC
is replaced by a low-cost microcontroller, the EAR system
power consumption can be estimated from the data sheets of
manufacturers. In this regard, two kinds of power consumptions
can be estimated, namely, as follows.

1) Standby power consumption: This refers to the con-
sumption of the data acquisition system, the sensors/
conditioning circuits, and that corresponding to a low-
cost microcontroller, for instance, the ATmega16 from
ATMEL. The overall consumption of this equipment can
be estimated around 1.2 W. Accordingly, if the PV system
operates during 16 h a day in average, the standby energy
consumption value can be estimated around 20 W · h a
day. This consumption is the minimum one required by
the EAR system to operate even if no reconfiguration
takes place.

2) Bistable relay switching consumption: A change of the
relay state requires about 20 W during 20 ms [21], [22],
which means a power consumption of 0.12 mW · h per
switching. This value can be neglected since at least
2000 switches a day would be required to spend less than
1% of the standby power consumption.
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Fig. 15. Output power of EAR system and reference system when the control
of the EAR system is as follows: (a) enabled and (b) disabled.

TABLE II
ENERGY DELIVERED TO MAINS FOR PV SYSTEMS

The energy injected to the mains during each of these two
days taking into account these power consumption estimations,
is reported in Table II, where EEARON and EEAROFF stand
for the delivered energy when the switching matrix control is
enabled or disabled, respectively.

From the results of Table II, it must be pointed out that the
absolute values of the delivered energy by the EAR system
when the switching matrix is either enabled or disabled cannot
be directly compared since the irradiance level evolution is not
strictly the same during the two days, as it can be checked from
the energy values of the reference system. In this regard, the
comparison can be made by using the normalized energy values
of the EAR system with respect to the corresponding reference
ones, namely

EEARON

EREF1

= 1.626
EEAROFF

EREF2

= 1.578 (7)

Fig. 16. EAR PV system relative output power.

which means that the EAR-based reconfigurable system deliv-
ers 1 − (1.578/1.626) ≈ 3% more energy than the static one.

Alternatively, the comparison can also be performed in terms
of the output power evolution, by comparing the output power
of the static PV generator with that of the reconfigurable one,
scaled by the power ratio of the reference system during the
two days, namely: If PEARON(t) and PEAROFF(t) stand for
the EAR system power evolution when the switching matrix
control is enabled or disabled, respectively, and PREF1(t),
PREF2(t) correspond to the power evolution of the reference
system during the two days, the relative power PREL(t) can be
defined as

PRELON(t) = PEARON (t)

PREF1(t)

PRELOFF(t) = PEAROFF (t)

PREF2(t)

}
⇒ PREL(t) =

PRELON(t)
PRELOFF(t)

.

(8)

Fig. 16 shows the output power evolution of PREL(t), where
the results at the beginning and end of the day are not rep-
resentative due to overflow phenomena in the computation
procedure.

It is worth noting that the plots of power evolution give
us more information about the reconfiguration process: As it
can be seen from Figs. 15 and 16, the power increase of the
EAR system starts around t = 2050 s, when the EAR PV
generator is reconfigured from combination 7 to 8, and around
t = 2300 s, when the system is reconfigured from combination
8 to 3. The proper operation of the reconfiguration algorithm
is confirmed by Fig. 8 which shows the shades distribution
over the EAR generator coming from the surrounding buildings
at t = 2050 s when the first relevant reconfiguration takes
place.

As it can be seen, panels 5 and 6 are fully and partially
shaded, respectively; since, referring to Fig. 9, the initial com-
bination of the EAR PV generator is the number 7, both panels
are parallel connected, thus limiting the overall current of
the PV generator. The reconfiguration algorithm then chooses
the combination number 8 where both panels are now series
connected, in order to improve the PV generator output power
by relaxing the previous current limitation.

2) Number of Reconfigurations Under Different Weather
Conditions: The EAR system has been monitoring during one
week where the weather was variable, including both sunny and
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Fig. 17. Output power of EAR and reference system.

cloudy days. Fig. 17 shows the power evolution of both the
reference system and the EAR one. As it can be seen, at most
five reconfigurations have been taken place during the day 02.
It can be concluded that the number of reconfigurations in this
test remains low.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has suggested a PV generator reconfigura-
tion strategy to improve the power of commercial PO grid-
connected PV systems available nowadays, formed by standard
PV modules and a single central inverter driven by a con-
ventional MPPT algorithm. This strategy is implemented by
means of a controllable matrix of switches configuring the PV
modules in a single-string of parallel-connected rows connected
to the central inverter. A set of experimental results carried out

under a proof of concept basis on a small-scale grid-connected
PV system of 1.65 kWp has shown both the feasibility of the
approach and the resulting improvement of the delivered power
under partial shades or in case of module failures.

In spite of the disadvantages derived from its greater com-
plexity and cost, the power loss mitigation of this approach can
result interesting for small-scale installations in urban environ-
ments where the PV generator can work under conditions of
severe partial shadows projected by surrounding obstacles.

Finally, it can be pointed out that given a switching matrix
size (i.e., defined by the number of switches), the installed PV
power can be expanded since the same matrix can also handle
associations of hard-wired series-parallel modules instead of
single ones, this being a subject of further research.

The main results of this paper are pending a Spanish patent
under Reference P200802082.
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